Evolutionary structure searches are used to predict a new class of compounds in the lithium-rich region of the lithium/hydrogen phase diagram under pressure. First principles computations show that Li m H, 4 < m < 9, are stabilized with respect to LiH and Li between 50-100 GPa. The building block of all of the lithium subhydrides is an Li 8 H cluster, which can be thought of as a superalkali.
one with Cmc2 1 (space group #36) and one with Abm2 (space group #39) symmetry (see Figure 1 (a)), are particularly stable in the sense that they have the most negative enthalpies of formation between 50-100 GPa, a pressure range which coincides with the metal-tosemiconductor transition [22] and the low melting point [16] stoichiometry which is best described as a CsCl structure with missing hydrogen atoms has a lower ∆H F , but since this is also a region where lithium polyhydrides are stabilized, [13] we will focus our discussion on m > 3.
Structurally, all of the Li m H with 3 < m < 9 are related to each other through common motifs: Li 8 H cluster-like building blocks. The hydrogen atom lies near the center of these clusters and the lithium atoms make up the vertices of their enclosing polyhedra, the faces of one such polyhedron are colored red in Figure 1 (c). The most common cluster's geometric structure, which resembles a previously studied Li 9 H cluster, [24] is shown in Figure 1(c) , as extracted directly from the Li 5 H extended system. It is present in all of the structures except for m = 4. [25] This C s -symmetry polyhedron has 11 faces (10 triangular and 1 rectangular) and is best described as a distorted bicapped trigonal antiprism. Note that two opposing Li-Li distances on its "rectangular" base are distorted such that there is no C 2 axis in this cluster. Here lies the most striking similarity to the alkali metal suboxides: a structural one.
The suboxides' basic building blocks, Rb 9 O 2 and Cs 11 O 3 , are formed from two Rb 6 O or three Cs 6 O octahedra; they are similar to the fused polyhedron pairs shown in Figure 3 (c) and are the only constituents of the simplest suboxides. Different stoichiometries, such as In analogy to the suboxides and subnitrides, one can assume that because of the large electronegativity difference between lithium and hydrogen, the lithium subhydrides can be thought of as (Li Under pressure the valence bands of Li 5 H narrow slightly, the semi-core (sub-valence) bands do not change much, and the core Li 1s bands broaden, much like in elemental lithium. Also like lithium, the density of states near the Fermi energy, E F , has mostly Li p character. However, at 60 GPa Li 5 H has a lower DOS at E F than Li-cI16 and at 90 GPa the subhydrides remain semimetallic but Li-oC40 is a semi-conductor. The band-structure of Cmc2 1 -Li 5 H in Figure 5 (a) shows that along the high-symmetry lines two conical-like bands, with a linear dispersion, cross E F . In Abm2-Li 5 H the band crossing occurs slightly above E F , so this phase is somewhat more metallic.
The bands lying between -9 and -6 eV are primarily hydridic, but some lithium character is observed. The Li α atoms, which belong to a face that is shared between two adjacent Li 8 H clusters, contribute more than the Li β to the low energy portion of the sub-valence bands, as shown in the PDOS in Figure 4 (b). In order to investigate this further, a Wannier function (WF) was constructed which describes these bands almost perfectly (see the SI) using the N MTO method. [30] This WF, shown in Figure 5 We note that even though the WF which describes the sub-valence band of Li 5 H in Figure   5 (b) is reminiscent of a superatom s-orbital, the valence DOS cannot easily be understood using such a picture. To extend the analogy, the remaining occupied bands would need to be described by superatom p-like states. Chain-like cluster arrangments of Li 8 H, such as Li 18 H 3 , do qualitatively behave as such (see the SI), but we will show below that the comparison of the Li m H phases with the suboxides (and high-pressure lithium) is perhaps a stronger one.
As expected, the electron localization function (ELF) is high around the hydridic atoms.
There are, however, two characteristic pockets of increased electron density, labelled M1
and M2, with peak ELF values near 0.91 between the chains (see Figure 5 The localization of metallic electrons in the areas between the chains are also characteristic of the suboxides. [18] It is interesting to note that the M1 site shown in Figure 5 (c) is actually in the same local chemical environment as the hydrogen atoms. That is, the Li atoms around the site form the same exohedral structure as they do in the Li 8 H cluster discussed above. Given that the 0.74 electrons assigned to the M1 site is comparable to the -0.96 charge assigned to the hydrides, this provides another trait (beyond the 1-dimensional behavior of the hydridic bands) which is unique to Li 5 H among the Li m H we considered: it allows the M1 sites, or "pseudo-anions", to be encapsulated in the same way as the hydrides.
This also provides a simple physical link between the two Li 5 H structures in the sense that they only differ in how the chains of hydrides and M1 sites are arranged about the lattice; in the Cmc2 1 structure they are distributed homogeneously while in Abm2 structure they are arranged into layers. The chemical difference between the Li α and the Li β atoms is that the former bridge two hydrides, whereas the latter bridge two M1 sites.
In conclusion, evolutionary algorithm searches coupled with first-principles computations predict that a new hydrogen-poor class of compounds, the lithium subhydrides (Li m H with m > 1) become stable with respect to decomposition into LiH and Li at P ∼ 50 GPa.
This stabilization occurs at pressures lower than those necessary to form their polyhydride counterparts. [13] All of the subhydrides are composed of superalkali, Li 8 H, building blocks and exhibit ionic bonding on the inside of these clusters and metallic bonding in the interstitial regions between them. Analogies were drawn between the geometries and electronic structures of the phases predicted in this work and the well-known alkali metal suboxides. [17, 18] The most favorable stoichiometry, Li 5 H, manifested in two iso-enthalpic phases which did not exhibit any imaginary phonon modes at 90 GPa. We find the most unique aspects of Li become stable at ∼50 GPa. These lithium subhydrides are constructed from superalkali Li 8 H clusters, and are both structurally and electronically similar to the well-known alkali-metal suboxides.
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